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EDITORIAL 
 
Normality is returning to motor sport and the Vintage Sports Car Club’s Prescott meeting 
went ahead in early August with spectators and competitors allowed to mix.  Whilst spectator 
numbers were down on normal years there was a full field of drivers vying to get up the hill as 
fast as they could, including your Editor. 
 
Last time I took the Spikins Hudson to Prescott the engine failed, so this was its first outing 
since the rebuild. New piston rings meant that the usual pall of blue smoke at Orchard corner 
was, I am pleased to say, absent and the car performed well in the event and also on the drive 
there and back. Two Edwardian Hudsons also competed but no other marque cars. John 
Fack assures me that his LST will be mobile in time for next year and hopefully also Jerome’s 
Brough AGS. The whole event was live streamed by the Bugatti Owners’ Club (available on 
YouTube) and the picture below of the Hudson in the esses is a screen shot kindly taken by 
Jim Scammell. 

Club Members spectating at Prescott on the Sunday 
were John Fack, Max Hunt and Paul Rose. I am pleased 
to report that Paul has taken on the task of returning 
the ex-Pat McDonald Berkeley saloon to the road (see 
May/June Bulletin p.34) and he is to be congratulated 
on his desire to keep the existing bodywork rather than 
make it into a special. To this end Paul was spotted in 
the car park taking  many pictures of Max Hunt’s similar 
saloon to assist in the work.  
 
 
CLOSING DATE FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE NOVEMBER / DECEMBER BULLETIN IS 13TH NOVEMBER. 

Photo: Linda Hart 
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SECRETARY’S NOTES 
 
So good to be writing my September contribution once again knowing that by the time the 
Bulletin is in Members’ hands we will be gathering for a “real” A.G.M. It has to be said that 
bookings for our weekend at the Spread Eagle in Thame have been somewhat disappointing 
but I see that most of the Club stalwarts will be joining us and perhaps others may feel moved 
to come along for the business meeting on the Sunday morning (Sept. 26). We have 
important business to transact in approving the new “Mems and Arts” to bring us into line 
with latest company governance requirements. I am just about confident that we will muster a 
quorum!  The weekend’s proceedings will begin, as in 2019, with an informal Friday 
lunchtime gathering at the Old Fisherman Inn at Shabbington where I shall look forward to 
catching up with as many friends as can make it. 
 
September does, of course, mark the beginning of a new membership year. Enclosed with this 
issue will be found the usual subscription reminder for those who don’t have Standing Orders 
in place. Numbers are holding up reasonably well, but for those (and there are some) who 
might be tempted to put off renewal until the next time they have recourse to the Spares 
Scheme, I would make the obvious point that the Club’s ability to provide that and other 
services depends on a regular flow of income. Think of it as one would insurance; it won’t 
really work if you delay payment until after the accident! 
 
The turn of the month seems also to have brought an outbreak of hysteria within the classic 
car movement over the introduction of the dreaded E10 motor fuel. I am reminded of similar 
dire predictions nearly thirty years ago when “4 Star” was being phased out with the removal 
of lead from our petrol. Valves were going to grind themselves into their seatings and render 
our old cars unusable within months of exposure to “unleaded”. The reality was rather 
different and although increased volatility brought with it some problems with fuel 
vaporisation, I don’t think any of our cars were forced off the road by the change.  
 
I also recall that back in the 1950s my father favoured Cleveland Discol petrol for the family 
cars on the grounds that its admixture of ethanol supposedly gave better performance than 
did other brands. And nowadays when I spend time with my family in the Pyrenees I see 
ancient Citroen 2CVs and Renault 4s that have been running around on E10 fuel for some 
years. It is the case that in the past couple of years I have needed to replace rubber fuel hose 
sections on two of my cars where leaks had begun, and one needs to keep an eye on such 
things. Otherwise I note that my favoured “Valvemaster” additive has been reformulated to 
counter the deleterious effects of ethanol and so I shall drive on and ignore the doomsayers. 
In the meantime perhaps some of our European members could share with the Editor their 
own experience of running regularly on E10.   
 
Hopefully then, our cars will still be running in November when we can look forward to the 
revival of the annual Classic Car Show at the NEC. We have now been allocated our usual 
stand in the prestigious Hall One alongside the main vintage clubs. I am delighted to be able 
to report that member John Harris will be making available the remarkable Cornish Brough 
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MEMBERSHIP NEWS 

New Members 
Four new members have joined since the last issue:- 
 
1230   Allan Lloyd  (wife Lori)  The Cummins, Colwall, Herefordshire, WR13 6HL. 

Allan has acquired the ex-Alan Clayton Fairmile II, MG 5013, which has made regular 
appearances at Club events in the past. Allan describes himself as a life-long vintage 
vehicle enthusiast with particular interest in Burrell, Rolls-Royce, Bentley, Foden and 
Lagonda. 

 
1231  Robert Wilson (partner Roslyn) 12 Christopher Cres., Batehaven, NSW 2536, 

Australia.   
Robert joins as an Overseas Affiliate Member describing himself as “just a window 
looker at present” with an interest in English/American hybrids. 

 
1232   Ruwan Fernando (partner Aruni)  6 Manthri Road, Colombo 5, Sri Lanka. 

Ruwan has very recently acquired the 1936 Sports Tourer (local registration Z1770) 
which had previously remained in the ownership of one Sri Lankan family. He tells us 
that he has been collecting vintage and classic cars since 1983 and is currently 
Secretary of the Vintage Car Club of Ceylon. 

 
1233 Philip Kidd (partner Coral) 81 Mangaroa Valley Rd., R.D.1, Upper Hutt 5140, New 

Zealand. 
 Philip has purchased Gary Voice’s R.E.A.L. sports tourer. He is a founding member 

of the New Zealand H-E-T Club. He has restored a total of 6 Essex cars and he still 
owns three of them, averaging some 1000 miles per car per year rallying in N.Z. 

now coming back together in his SVW Spares premises in Worcester. Few would have 
considered possible the restoration of the derelict wreck featured nearly twenty years ago in 
James Fack’s Atcherley book, and we plan a display that will tell its amazing story. I hope 
members will want to visit us on the stand during the weekend of November 12 to 14. 
 
My concluding archive piece this time strikes a truly nostalgic note over the price of gaskets 
(which will supposedly be in demand as originals are attacked by E10!). Fifty years ago from 
the September 1971 Bulletin comes this insertion by then Spares Registrar, Richard Hirst:- 
 
“Richard Hughes has obtained a quotation from Payen for the manufacture of a batch of 
eight-cylinder head gaskets. The cost to the Club is £2.25 each for a minimum order of a 
hundred. These will be available to members ordering in advance at £2.50 each or £ 11.50 for 
a batch of five.”   
 
Amazing as it now seems, Richard struggled to raise sufficient interest to place the order! 
 
Max Hunt 
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THE CHAIRMAN’S COLUMN 
 

I am sure many of us have been out and about as much as possible of late, making the most 
of our restored right to meet and mingle. MMT 175 has been used a couple of times of late to 
take friends to lunch, one notable occasion being a sweltering hot day in July when we went 
from Maidenhead up into the Hambleden Valley near Henley. For the first time I had a brief 
episode of vapour-lock on this drive, cured by rolling downhill in neutral on the A404 for 
almost a mile at about 50 mph – something I was always told not to do but needs must. 
 
I also made a first trip to a car show at Gerrards Cross in August – another very warm day 
but no technical issues to report. I had been reliably informed this was a small local meet and 
usually attracts about 50 cars. Over 120 turned up, perhaps signalling that many classic car 
owners are very keen to get out there. I wonder how busy the Kop Hill meeting will be in 
September? 
 
On arrival at the Gerrards Cross event I was marshalled to park next to a large convertible 
which was easily as big overall as my over 16 foot-long Railton and was closely followed by a 
Mk. IV Jaguar saloon. These three vehicles were placed in a prime spot being vehicles of 
“special interest”, as shown in the picture below. 
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PHOTO DISCOVERIES 
 
In the Editorial of the last issue I reported 
that I had been asked if Railton CCX 423 
survived. My interlocutor, Reg Dixie, 
subsequently sent in this picture of the car 
when owned by his father. The image may 
not expand our knowledge, but it is typical 
of period family holiday pictures. 
 
In the early/mid fifties, it was owned by 
Cecil Radburn who had a plumbing business 
in Leyton, London E10. He subsequently 
sold the car to his good friend, Stanley Dixie of South Woodford, London E18. Around 
1957/1958, the Railton was sold to a local butcher who lived in Woodford Bridge, Essex.  We 
also know that Paul Lunt of Reading learnt to drive in the fifties on CCX 423 which was his 
parents’ car, presumably before it was sold to Radburn. 

CALENDAR 2021 

 
12th to 14th November 2021                              Classic Motor Show, N.E.C. Birmingham  

The Club will once more have a stand in the prestigious Hall 1 and hope to have three cars on 
display, including John Harris’s “Bodmin” Brough which is still under restoration. We would 
like to welcome visiting members. Details of discounted price tickets are on the back cover of 
this issue; quote the Club code when ordering them. 

 It transpired that the large convertible was a Humber Super Snipe from 1950, body by 
Tickford and one of only 22 surviving. I introduced myself to the owner, Richard Beddall, 
and it transpired he had a keen interest in Railtons, was a Club member and indeed owned a 
1913 model 37 Hudson. Richard had acquired the car in 2018 from the Shipshewana Car 
Museum sale (formerly the Hostetler collection) and brought it to the UK for restoration. 
When he purchased the car the catalogue showed if complete with hood, but these parts did 
not materialise with the car and the museum claimed the hoops and hood could not be found. 
 
I feel this story merits a future Bulletin item in its own right as following on from some 
enquiries I made inside our Club a fascinating story emerged. What I will say is the efforts of 
our US-based Club member and friend, Bill Kile, were immense and very helpful to Richard 
in trying to resolve the issue of a missing roof. It is so gratifying when the Club serves to meet 
the needs of its members as it had done in spades in this case. Long may this continue.  
 
Mick Jarvis 
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THE SRI LANKAN RAILTON 
James Fack was recently sent, via several correspondents, the following information on Z 1770, a 1936 
Carbodies tourer which will be of interest to members. A short video clip of the Hudson straight-eight engine 
being started and run was included, plus an undated article by Ali Azeez, an extract of which is quoted on 
the following pages. 

A 1936 Railton sports tourer in Sri Lanka, bought new and remaining with the same 
aristocratic Sinhalese family since then, has recently changed hands; and into appropriate 
hands too. The new owner is Ruwan Fernando who was the preferred choice of the vendors, 
the De Mel family, and is the retired Country Managing partner of Ernst & Young and 
currently the Secretary of the Vintage Car Club of Ceylon. He has been collecting vintage and 
classic cars since 1983 and has over 100 of them in Sri Lanka. 

The car was illustrated in Veteran & Vintage (July 1979) in an article by Lord Montagu 
documenting a visits to Sri Lanka and captioned: 

 
A LEGACY OF THE BRITISH RAJ. In view of the high mortality rate 

of bodies, it was nice to encounter this original 1936 open Railton. 
We'd guess [incorrectly - Ed.] R.E.A.L. as the coachbuilder. 

 

This car is a 1936 tourer by Carbodies, almost identical to Russell Cook’s DXX 500, and not 
by R.E.A.L. – whatever Lord Montague thought at the time. 85 years in single-family 
ownership must be a record for any Railton. The 'Z' registration number is not from Dublin 
but is a local Columbo number.  

 
 

1936 Railton 2-Door 4
-Seater Sports Tourer,  
Z 1770 
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1936 Railton 2-Door 4-Seater Sports Tourer, Z1770    by Ali Azeez 
At the 1936 Earls Court Motor Show, the 1936 Railton 2-Door, 4-Seater Sports Tourer was 
admired by Victor Manual De Mel. [actually Olympia, as JF advises that the Motor Show did not move 
to Earls Court until 1937.] He ordered a car of this model through Walker & Greig Ltd. in 
Colombo and paid a sum of Pounds 553/-. The registration number allotted was Z1770. He 
was a keen motoring enthusiast and was fond of the car. This is evidenced by every document 
pertaining to the car being preserved by him including service records, spare parts usage and 
paper articles. The car was maintained carefully and it has done only 20,000 miles. His 
daughter Roshni and her husband Lalith De Mel continue to maintain the car like the first 
owner. It is in almost showroom condition. 
 

The ownership record shows that the 
car was first registered on 2.11.1936 and 
the first owner was Victor Manual De 
Mel of 39, Flower Road, Colombo 7. 
The second owner from 28.5.1972 was 
Iris Sita Francisca De Mel of the same 
address. The present owner is Roshni’s 
son Viran Nirosh De Mel from 17 
February, 1998. 
 

The car had taken part in many rallies 
and won two prizes at the Times ‘Great 
Race’ in 1969 for the Best Maintained 
Vintage Car and Smartest Vintage Car. At the Veteran Car Club Rally in 1972 it won the prize 
for the Best Maintained Vintage Car and my Riley ‘Lynx’ was the runner-up. 
 

V.M. De Mel had also owned an Invicta. In Selwyn Samaraweera’s article “Some Cars of the 
Vintage Years” in the Times Weekender of 5.8.1969 he says “Matthias De Mel had an elderly 
Berliet acquired in India, and his  son V.M., in course of time was the owner of the first 

Left: 

1936 Railton Sports Tourer  

Z1770 at the Veteran Car Club 

Rally in 1972 at Galle Face. 

Below: 
1936 Railton Sports Tourer Z1770 
at the Times ‘Great Race’ in 1969. 
Roshni De Mel is seen at left and 
C.I. Gunasekera and son Chris at 
right. 
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Invicta which I remember had a white steering wheel, an innovation at that time much 
admired. There was also at Linden Hall a Sunbeam which had been a star exhibit at the 
famous Wembley exhibition. These cars were completely outclassed however by the Railton 
which is still in the same stable in perfect running order and looking like new”. 
 

It is significant to mention that Roshni’s grandfather, E.L.F. De Soysa, was the first Ceylonese 
to own a car in 1905, a petrol driven Blue and Black single cylinder 5 hp Oldsmobile with 
tiller steering. Her grandmother, Catherine Peiris De Soysa, was the first lady to drive a car, a 
driving licence was not required in those days. 
 
The Railton cars were very fast with a 0-60 mph in 9.5 seconds and were claimed to be the 
fastest production cars in the world. They were used by the Scotland Yard Flying Squad.  
 
As recorded by the Registrar of Motor Vehicles, there were two Railton cars registered [in Sri 
Lanka] as at 30th September 1977.  The details of the second car are not known. It would have 
been imported prior to 1940 with a Z series registration number. This cannot be checked as 
all records of A to Z series vehicles were destroyed by the ‘boorucrats’ in 1987 – a National 
calamity!  

The car today, looking a bit tired and affected by the climate in parts. 
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R.E.A.L. CARRIAGE WORKS LTD  
 
[Although there are a few special one-off Railton bodies, John Dyson’s survey of the coachbuilders who 
bodied multiple Railtons (and Hudsons) is concluded in this two-part article. In the case of R.E.A.L. the  
term coachbuilder is particularly apt as much of their output was commercial vehicles. This must have 
informed their construction techniques and, some might also say, adversely influenced their designs. No 
review is therefore complete without also considering this aspect of the business. – Ed.] 
 
The R.E.A.L. Carriage Works Ltd. was founded by one R. E. Allman (or Alman or 
Altman); where or when this elusive individual was born is not as yet known, nor what the 
initials ‘R. E.’ stood for. A question mark even hangs over the correct spelling of his 
surname.  Whilst such information is not perhaps essential to the overall picture of the 
Company, it adds corroborative detail and verisimilitude to an otherwise bald and unconvincing story (W. 
S. Gilbert). 
 
It has been stated that Allman had completed an apprenticeship with Brown, Hughes and 
Strachan (a.k.a. Strachan & Brown) important builders of bus bodies, prior to the First 
World War.  As an apprentice, it is likely that he would have attended the Regent Street 
Polytechnic. During the war years he was with the Sopwith Aviation Company, presumably 
at Kingston. In 1921 he established the R.E.A.L. Carriage Works to build mainly 
commercial vehicle and particularly bus bodies in the Kew Bridge & Chiswick area of West 
London for mostly local customers.  

Overleaf top left:  Not a thing of beauty; saloon coachwork on a 1923 Gwynne 8, a local 
Chiswick manufacturer. Usually fitted with “chummy” or tourer bodies, this ungainly effort 
would not have enhanced the performance.  
Overleaf top right: A char-à-banc on a July 1926 Renault chassis.  
(All images are from the C.K. Bowers photographic archive unless stated otherwise. This archive has many 
hundreds of images, now carefully annotated and dated by Tom Clarke, to whom many thanks are due. It 
includes some 150 of R.E.A.L. relevance; the ones included here are a small selection). 

 

Above: a late 1920s advertisement. 
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Above Left: 1928 Riley 9 saloon, allegedly by R.E.A.L., showing a little more style than the 
Gwynne, though little different from Riley’s own ‘Biarritz’ model. Above right: Chevrolet bus, 
also 1928, as depicted in the advert opposite. Note full width body with ‘suppressed’ rear 
wings. 

We don’t know who the designer was, but certainly there was a more practised hand at work 
by 1929 when the company relocated to Pope’s Lane, Ealing and ‘Ltd.’ status was acquired. 
More space was presumably required as increasingly car bodywork was undertaken. Once 
again it is unclear exactly where the premises were located, Pope’s Lane being long and no 
number was ever given.   
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Opposite page bottom left: Bean in the snow, January 1929. Can anyone identify the model of 
this dropsider? 
Opposite page bottom  right: A year later, without snow. Someone may know what make the 
two “Zotal” vans (Dennis?) were or what one did with the liniment. A Chevrolet with 
dropside body completes the trio.  
[The Kingston Gleaner, Sept. 13, 1930, p. 18 carries an advert for Burgoyne's "ZOTAL" Liniment  
and tells us that “Zotal Liniment will be found to be specially serviceable for external use in Lumbago, 
Neuralgia, Sciatica, etc.” – Ed.] 

The two images from May 1929, of a Chevrolet bus are included for our Chairman’s interest.   
Ninety-odd years ago he and Ann could have travelled by this service into Maidenhead. 

Above left: 1929 advert, showing the new address and status.  Above right: a comfortable 
enclosed cab and van body on a Dennis chassis for Meredith & Drew in December 1929. 
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Bottom of facing page: two buses from 1930: right, an AJS coach; A. J. Stevens was probably 
better known for motor cycles than for commercial vehicles and small cars.  It is carrying a 
London County Council registration number and, left, a Dennis for Perry’s of Ilford. 
 
Below: two images dated October, 1931 of unidentified chassis manufacture – could the 
coach be a Ford and the van a Dennis? 

The pair of photos above date from 1932 and once again are unidentified – the three-axle 
removals van is rather splendid. 
 
It was in 1932 that R.E.A.L became more interested in coachwork for cars, undertaking series
-produced bodies to augment the range of manufacturers’ and dealers’ catalogued models. A 
Stand was taken at Olympia in October, so they must have been members of the S.M.M.T. 
(Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders); when the company joined is not known nor if 
commercial vehicles were eligible for membership. 
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On Stand 182 at the 1932 Olympia Show three models were exhibited: a Hillman ‘Minx’ 2/4-
seater Convertible Sports Coupé (i.e. d.h.c.), an M.G. ‘Midget’ Super Sports “Demon” 2-
seater and a Rover ‘Speed Pilot’ 2-door, 4-seater Sports Saloon.  

Bottom of previous page and below: a rather neat two-door saloon on a Wolseley ‘Hornet’, 
showing off the stylish interior, dating from June 1932. We do not know the designer. 

Above: The Hillman ‘Minx’. With hood down and when not in use the rear seat folded down 
and formed the top of the tail to provide a 2-seater effect.    

 

Above: a rather dark image of the Rover, though the advertisement conveys with greater 
clarity the rear wings incorporated in the full-width body. Two-toning is confined to the 
upper and lower body panels. The spare wheel is recessed into the boot lid.  
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In their Show report Motor Sport remarked on several of the M.G.’s features “including a very 
unusual slung (rear) seat mounting, which makes the whole seat easily detachable. The neat 

fairings on the scuttle and behind 
the driver’s and passenger’s heads 
give the car a most racing 
appearance”. Also included were a 
sprung steering wheel and a lady’s 
companion set, all for £225. 

 

The ‘fast back’ body work on a 6-cyl CM series Chrysler is less successful and may hardly be 
described as ‘elegant’.  

(Colour images from Jan Roosenburg) 
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Contrasting 1933 commercial vehicles.  Above left: Coach for S.M.S (Scottish Motor 
Services?) - but on what chassis? Above right: Bizarre motor cycle combination, notice the 
small figure atop the W.R, presumably comprising some ‘malleable fittings.’ 
 
Below left : A smart van for Fuller’s and, right, a Commer B3 pantechnicon for a local 
removal firm. Note the elaborate coach-lining and flower bunch motifs. 

A pair of Chryslers from 1933, both presumably on 6-cyl C(M) series chassis. The tourer 
offers a sporting image, whist the two-door saloon is a much more elaborate affair, with the 
louvres above the door and rear windows lights. But surely twin wipers could have been 
provided! 
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Promenade Percy’s car? The ‘Alpine’ Tourer 
on a Ford 8 h.p. for dealers W. J. Reynolds.  
 
As originally envisaged by Arrow 
Coachworks and as taken up by R.E.A.L. 
with full wings and running boards in place 
of the domed originals and mercifully 
deleting the bonnet strap!  
 
Arrow was Coachcraft’s  predecessor. 

At the Olympia Motor Show in October 1933, R.E.A.L. exhibited three cars on Stand 34, an 
Alvis, an Essex-Terraplane and a Talbot. 
 
The Alvis was a 6-cyl. 20 h.p. ‘Crested Eagle’ ‘Continental’ four-door tourer, on 11' wheel-
base, with twin side-mounted spare wheels. A feature of this elegant body was a tubular cross-
brace linking the two centre door posts; chrome plated it provided hanging space for rugs, 
etc. The hood folded level with the body line, and the boot lid dropped down to provide a 
level luggage platform; priced at £695, plus an extra £9 for the second spare wheel! 
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The Essex Terraplane was a 6-cylinder sports tourer, a two-door four-seater, with rear 
mounted spare wheel. At £295 it cost £400 less than the Alvis, and the Show Guide provides 
fascinating insight to the differing levels of finish. For example, the Alvis has ‘best quality 
motor hide’, whilst the Essex makes do with ‘machine buffed motor hides’. Motor Sport 
reported “The Terraplane Six is a smaller edition of the Eight. Like that machine, its 
acceleration is outstandingly good and at the same time dead silent. The coachwork is first-
class, being comfortable, roomy and smart. With a tax of only £17, a petrol consumption of 
23 m.p.g, and an initial cost of only £295, it is small wonder that it is so popular.”  

Three later images of this Alvis have come 
to light:    
  
Above: The lady driver is obviously kitted 
out for open-air motoring.    
 

Above Right: Seen on a Rally.     
 

Bottom right: In need of restoration. 

One of the these 
models survives, 
Ed Moore’s, ex-
Alvin Readshaw, 
AMK 248. 

An advert depicting a similar 
vehicle. 
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Right: the 8-cyl version 
driven by Norman 
Black in the 1933 
Scottish Rally. 

The Talbot was a ‘65’ Continental 
Coupé. Motor Sport described it as having 
“the most attractive lines and some 
unusual features. The window space, 
which curves slightly downwards to the 
rear, extends back to the rear quarters. 
When the door windows are lowered, the 
quarter lights wound back, the rear 
window swung open and the sun shine 
roof slid back one has almost the 
equivalent of an open car”. Indeed, it is a 
most attractive and elegant vehicle, such 
a pity the person responsible for the 
design has yet to be identified. 

To be continued. 
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BERKELEY – A FOOTNOTE 
These two Bowers images 
were omitted from the Motor 
Bodies article.  

They date from June 1935, 
accompanying a review of 
special coachwork offered on 
the Ford V8 chassis in The 
Motor of July 9th 1935. The 
strange thing is that whilst 
the other models are of 1935 
type, this extended saloon 
with rear doors opening into 
the roof line is mounted on 
an obsolescent 1934 frame.  

Apparently built for W. 
Harold Perry Ltd, who were 
main Ford dealers, it is 
something of a mystery. 

 

Also missing was this photo of 
David Ellis's 1935 Railton 
Berkeley drop head coupé, 
MG 4030. 

John Dyson 

[See also the letter from James Fack 
on page 31] 
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MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 

 
In early July the Secretary was contacted by Mr Doug Burgess who was trying to track down a 
Railton but with hardly anything to go on: 
 

I know this is a very long shot but I am trying to track down a Railton Convertible which was 
owned by the Keens Sausage Company of Epping, Essex in the 1960s. I had a garage in the 
Arches in Capworth Street, Leyton, E10 during the 1960s and Keens had an arch next door 
and I always admired this car which was cleaned on a regular basis but I never did get to talk 
to the owner. I am just wondering whatever happened to this beautiful car and it would be 
nice to be able to see if it still about. Maybe you know of this car. I am just curious and maybe 
I could even buy it if it came up for sale. The car was a light blue. 

 
John Dyson, who has an amazing memory, reckoned that AMF 1, the ultimate Railton, was 
the most likely candidate. A. Morton Fisher had owned it perhaps almost from new. He lived 
in Harpenden in considerable style and on the couple of times we called there seemed to be a 
party going on – he was a competent amateur drummer. An apparently affluent business man, 
he had a finger in various pies (pun intended), i.e. Brazil's pork pies of Amersham and the 
name Keens also comes to mind, as well as various other interests. 
 

AMF 1 is one of two Railtons to be built on a post-war chassis and the last one to be 
produced. It has independent front suspension, steering column gear change and bodywork 
by Airflow Streamlines of Northampton (ex-Arthur Mulliner employees). At one time 
registered 817 WAR, it was last heard of with John Smith of Sevenoaks. The vehicle probably 
still survives as the D.V.L.A. database shows that, whilst not currently taxed, a new V5C (the 
logbook) was issued in 2008. 

Photo: Barrie McKenzie 
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RAILTON AT A.A.C.A.  

 
On 12th July the Antique Automobile Club of America Facebook page displayed this picture 
with the comment “Look what rolled into A.A.C.A. National Headquarters today to be displayed in 
our front atrium area... Anyone want to venture a guess on what it is? It is on loan from Nichola Bulgari [of 
luxury goods fame] who is associated with a car collection in Allentown, Pennsylvania.”  

Bill Kile made some enquires and came up with a chassis number from which we were able to 
ascertain that this Fairmile II is known to the R.O.C. as registration number CVO 96, first 
registered in Nottinghamshire, Coachcraft body number 779 and commission number 203, 
commissioned 27 Nov 1936. The Club database also shows that Nicola Bulgari had joined the 
Club briefly, member 915, but the only previous owner we have on record is the late John 
Brough of Kent, one time Club Chairman and Events Organiser. 

 
It has been owned by Bulgari since 2000 when it was housed in London, where it underwent 
restoration to original specification starting in 2002 by Beaufort Restoration Services Limited 
of Kent, UK. Upon completion, the car was enjoyed in London before joining the NB 
stateside collection in 2014.  

https://www.facebook.com/AntiqueAutomobileClubOfAmerica/
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CORRESPONDENCE 

From Geoff Dunstan, Sapphire Coast Historic Vehicle Club 
I thought the members might like to see where we’re up to with our Railton restoration. 
On 21st June, Fred Silk posted the images below on the  Club’s Facebook page, commenting 

that the bonnet is a mess but they are waiting for the return of the radiator to assess whether 
to repair or replace.  See also https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=92b428LIiBc which shows 
SCHVC member Colin Woodhouse get started on the Railton’s bodywork. 

From Allan Lloyd 
In the latest R.O.C. Bulletin I was amused to read in your brief report of Messrs H&H’s 
recent sale at Buxton that “...there must have been some post-sale deal struck…” in respect 
of the Fairmile d.h.c. formerly belonging to the late Alan Clayton. The prices that H&H post 
on their results website are inclusive of the buyer’s premium but without any VAT added. 
The simple calculation required to obtain the hammer price from the quoted price is to divide 
that figure by 1.125; the highest bid is then revealed. I will leave your readers to perform the 
calculation for themselves and make up their own minds as to what sort of deal it was that 
resulted in my being the new owner! I might add that I considered at the time that I had paid 
more than enough for the car, an opinion that has not been altered by my subsequent 
inspection and commencement of work upon it. [Oops - I failed to check the sums! - Ed.] 
 
The Hudson from the same stable intrigued me, and not for the reason of mild attraction as 
with the Railton. In the catalogue write-up mention was made of a brief spell of ownership in 
the 1960s by my old friend John Carter of Maidenhead, sadly no longer with us these twenty 
years past. John created Carter’s Royal Berkshire Steam Fair from small beginnings towards 
the end of the seventies and built it up to be the premier travelling funfair of the last thirty 
years, as some of your readers from London and the Home Counties will be aware. I am 
fortunate to count the Carter family as good friends and have spent many happy times over 
the years with the fair in various different capacities. 
 
I look forward to the future as a happy Railton owner and member of this Club. 
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From Tony Flewellen 
In the July/August 2021 Bulletin, Peter 
Adamson commented on visits to 
scrapyards. Back in the 1960s I was a regular 
visitor to various scrapyards to look for 
parts for my Austin and, later, my Railton. 
When we found our Railton in 1964, the 
cylinder head and water pump were missing 
and the radiator was damaged. However, I 
was able to locate a Railton in a scrapyard a 
hundred miles away and we paid a visit. 
Although the owner was not there, his wife 
was and for £10 we could take what we 
needed. The first photo is an action shot of 
me clearing nettles with a starting handle.  

 
In those early days, I was unaware of early/
late engines and the various differences, but 
all the parts I thought that I needed were 
present and removed, including the radiator. 
The photo (left) shows the pile of parts 
removed from the car, including a wheel, 
which, as I later discovered, did not fit.  
 
The photo below shows the modifications 
necessary to get the car running. The late 
cylinder head fitted without any problems 
because the 1933 cylinder heads were also 

fairly flat and there was enough thread on the studs to get it tightened down properly. The 
water pump had to be mounted on the front of the 
block, and it took quite a bit of time to hand drill and 
tap two threads in the block. With the water pump 
further forward than the original, I had to use two fan 
belts to get everything lined up. I later discovered that 
the front pulley/damper on the crankshaft could be 
reversed. The late radiator had to be mounted further 
forward on a piece of angle iron and the shell extended 
with some aluminium strips. The car ran like this for 
many thousands of miles, and it was only in the late 
seventies that a 1934/5 cylinder head with a shortened 
water pump was fitted. The radiator was modified to 
go back onto the chassis with the connections moved 
to fit. A correct 1933 cylinder head and pump would be 
useful acquisitions, and there may be one in a scrapyard 
at Frome, but Covid has prevented a visit. I suspect 
that they may want silly money for it anyway.  
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From Jim Scammell 
This may be of interest for the Bulletin. It appeared in 
The Greenville News, Greenville, South Carolina on 
Wednesday 28 May 1930,  page 11 and reads: 
 
Hudson’s Great 8 with 100% score overwhelmed all 
competition in tests conducted in the purchase of cars for 
the department of Highway Control of the State of 
California. 
 
Nearly all makes submitted bids. Eight cars including 
Hudson were chosen for these exhaustive tests – in Speed, 
Acceleration, Reliability, Stability, Flexibility, Operating 
Ease, Steering Action, Freedom from Vibration, 
Shimmying and Freedom from Overheating. The cars 
tested arranged in list price from $1050 to $1500, Hudson 
Great 8, one of the lowest in price was the only car to 
finish with a perfect score. 
 
Penalties incurred by others included failure to finish; 
motor troubles; overheating; shimmying; excessive 
vibration; shock on steering wheel; jerky performance at 
low speed after finish; failure to sustain speed; loss of 
acceleration at high speed and only “fair” braking efficiency. Hudson’s Great Eight finished 
these trying tests without a single criticism. 
 
And against all these well-known and higher priced cars it received the highest awards by the 
experts, and was purchased for the Highway Control department. 
 
The experts called special attention to Hudson's “remarkable high sustained speed”, and 
“clean performance” and to the fact that after the tests it showed the lowest speed of any 
competitor without jerking. Attention was also directed to Hudson’s superior acceleration 
and the fact that at 60 miles an hour “it still had a wallop for acceleration far exceeding any 
other car tested” 

From Robin Richardson 
I saw this Australian 
Terraplane Special on a 
Facebook page called 
Speedsters Down Under.  
 
The (mandatory) roll cage 
and colour scheme are 
rather disconcerting.  
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From Anthony Fenwick-Wilson 
By virtue of the kind letter from John Fack you had a report on my 2019 season, so may I 
now bring you up to date on Rosita’s outing since then?  
 
Thanks to the dreaded Chinese plague, 2020 was literally a wash-out in every sense of the 
word. Our first V.S.C.C. meeting was a rainswept Mallory on 23rd August. Not my greatest 
meeting as an oil leak caused a DNF. The only other race held was at Castle Combe where, 
unless cars were fitted with paddle-wheels, there was no way to race, thus the meeting was 
abandoned, so bye-bye 2020 roll on 2021. Alas, rather than Rosita needing re-fettling, it was 
my turn. I eventually had major abdominal surgery in February, when I lost over three stone 
in weight (not a diet regime I would recommend) and took quite a while to recuperate.  
 
The earliest event I felt I could have a go at was Oulton Park in July. I just entered the one 
race, where I was annoyed to be pipped for third place in our class by a very fast and well 
driven Invicta. The second was the Bentley Drivers Club at Silverstone. It was a great day out. 
Though there were threatening dark clouds, the rain held off and the sun shone. It was “The 
Times Challenge Race”. This was the principal race of the day, at the Bentley Drivers Club’s 
principal meeting of the year. So I was very pleased to be invited to race with them.  
 
There were three classes racing together. 
Class One: 3 litre pre-war Le Mans type 
Bentleys. Class Two: All other pre-war 
Bentleys (up to 8 litre) and invited pre-war 
cars (including Rosita and an 8C Grand 
Prix Alfa Romeo). Class 3: Bentley 
‘Specials’ – see attached photos of these 
cars at a Bentley ‘moot’ at Brooklands. Of 
these specials the car at the top is a single 
seat, supercharged, 6 litre race car; the one 
at the bottom left being a 1965 T type 6 
litre turbo charged, with water-spray cooled 
disc brakes, and the one at the bottom 
right being a 6 litre full blown Bentley GT1 
racer. It was a twenty minute race, in which 
my Class was given a 2 second per lap 
handicap over the Class 3 cars, and we 
gave a 2 sec per lap handicap to the class 
1s. It was fun but rather hairy with such a 
variety of cars fighting together, some 
capable of over 150 m.p.h.; Rosita did us 
proud though and came 12th out of the 27 
entrants.  
 
Next was Mallory in mid August. There the 
pre-war sports car race was split in to two, 
the faster cars in one race and those not so 
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fast in a separate race. Rosita was in the 
fast lot. She was going well until of all 
stupid b*%%^# things, I lost my 
spectacles inside my helmet! It was 
then just too dangerous to continue on 
the limit, so a DNF down to the driver, 
not the car. 
 
I had hoped to race at Castle Combe 
and the A.M.O.C. Silverstone meet 
(alas abandoned) but the vets beckon 
once again, as I am walking (painfully) 
with a stick, and need a knee brace 
whilst driving. In ten days I go in to get 
another new hip, then a spot of 
prostate surgery; then January for a 
new knee or first an operation for my spinal stenosis. So I am providing the medics with a 
steady income. Basically, as I already have had one knee and one hip replaced, I really need a 
new chassis! The secret seems to be to put the handbrake on in one’s 70s, and expect a spot 
of bother in one’s 80s.  
 
Still, the speed that time flashes by, means we will be racing at the V.S.C.C. Spring Start, 
which will be on us in a flash. A bit like the seven years since I was lucky enough to become 
the proud owner of Rosita – merely a brief interlude of time. 

Rosita at speed at Mallory Park 

From Allan Lloyd 
Today  I  a t tended  F i sher 
Re s tor a t ion ' s  pr emi se s  a t 
Droitwich for an excellent open 
day that the firm had laid on for a 
couple of car clubs, one of which 
was the R-REC of which I am a 
member. Amongst the attending 
cars was the 1934 Rolls-Royce 20-
25 which is the subject of the 
attached photograph. The reason 
for our interest here is that the 
saloon coachwork is by W.C. 
Atcherley. In his fine compendium 
A-Z of British Coachbuilders the late 
Nick Walker hints at the idea that 

this is the only known example of an Atcherley body built after the split between the 
Atcherley brothers and before the Brough Superior commission. I am sure that the Club has 
been sent many photographs of this car over the years, but here is my humble effort to add 
to all the others. 
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From James Fack 
John Dyson has rendered a tremendous service to R.O.C. members by describing the work of 
the various coachbuilders who designed and made the bodies of the Railton-Terraplanes & 
Railtons. Part 1 of his latest, on the work of R.E.A.L., is featured in this issue of the Bulletin. 
However I would like, if I may, to make a few comments on his article in the previous issue 
on Motor Bodies & Engineering (Berkeley) which appeared in the July/August Bulletin:  
 
1) Nowhere can my Rolls-Royce friends find any evidence of the erstwhile existence of the 
'Berkeley' Silver Ghost phaeton on page 8, whereas the three ‘Berkeley’ cars, a 20 h.p. & two 
20/25 h.p., can all be found in the Company's immaculately-kept records. My conclusion, 
therefore, is that this splendid Silver Ghost was neither designed nor built by Motor Bodies. 
[The eminent RR historian Tom Clarke is unable to identify who did build this Ghost body but informed 
James Fack that there is no record of a Motor Bodies or a Berkeley at any stage. Given that they were trade 
coachbuilders in essence, it could be a Ghost being retailed under a different name. Just putting a RR in an 
advertising image can, after all, send the other message that ‘we can body RRs’ – not that the car shown is 
necessarily with their coachwork name, simply the marque is being claimed. Nevertheless, he still thinks that 
Motor Bodies and Engineering could have built this Ghost body but with the actual chassis order coming from 
a dealer or other coachbuilder who then added their own name to it. – Ed.] 
 
2) The two Sunbeams on page 10 are both well-known to the Sunbeam-Talbot-Darracq 
Register: the black & white one is an 18.2 h.p. of 1931, whereas the yellow & black one (reg’d 
JJ 19) is actually a ‘Speed Twenty’ of 1933.  
 
3) John was incorrect in linking the Weymann and Silent Travel systems of coachwork 
construction (on page 11). In fact, Silent Travel was the successor to Weymann, the latter 
being ‘dead in the water’ in France (its country of origin) by 1930, and in the U.K. by 1931. 
By then, Weymann bodies had already been found to be rather short-lived and, while acting 
as Editor for John’s ‘Coachcraft’ book, I discovered that every single R-R 20 h.p. which had 
become a ‘Rolls-Royce Replica’ had actually started out in life as a Weymann! Without the 
short life of Weymann bodywork, therefore, neither Coachcraft nor Ranalah, the two builders 
of the coachwork for the R-R Replicas, might not have survived until the end of the 1930s.  
 
4) Every researcher’s nightmare: period captions that are quite simply wrong! The Alvis in the 
Motor Bodies advertisement at upper right on page 12 wasn’t a ‘Speed Twenty’ as per the 
caption - but a ‘Crested Eagle’. (See also the ‘Crested Eagle’ in John’s R.E.A.L. article in this 
issue). Nor was the car in the advertisement at upper-right on page 13 a Talbot of any 
description – but rather a Citroën! Every Talbot of that era had large-diameter wire wheels 
with knock-off (Rudge) hubs – whereas this car had smaller-diameter pressed-steel wheels, 
with nave-plates to conceal their securing-bolts. The actual Citroën model in question was 
called the ‘C6’, which was a 2 ½ litre, 6-cylinder sister of the immortal 4-cylinder ‘Rosalie’.  
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From: Richard Beddall 
1913 Hudson Model 37 Tourer; Chassis Number 30389; registered in the U.K. as BF 8832. 
 
I bought the car at the Shipshewana Car Museum sale (formerly the Hostetler Collection) in 
America in August 2018. Eldon Hostetler had bought her at the bankruptcy sale of a chap 
called Merrill Maxfield in Salt Lake City, Utah in June 1988 and at that time she was shown in 
the catalogue complete with hoops and a hood. I was told by the auctioneers in Shipshewana 
that the hoops and the hood were there but the chap who was the factotum at the museum 
finally said that he didn't know where they were and couldn’t find them. 
 
Merrill Maxfield drove the car in many vintage car events in the 1960s and 70s and in fact 
won the New York to San Francisco event in this car in 1968. He also completed the 
Portland Maine to Portland Oregon event in 1972 in this car. 
 
I have a letter from the Hudson-Essex-Terraplane Historical Society dated July 2003 thanking 
Eldon for the loan of the car as an exhibit at the Wisconsin Automotive Museum. It seems 
that she was on loan there from July 1997 at which time the museum was called the Hartford 
Heritage Auto Museum. The museum committee had arranged a display of Hudsons which 
told the story of The Hudson Motor Car Company. 
 
She runs and drives now but there are a few things still to do – the major one being to find or 
have made a hood and hoops! 

Although most of our Members’ cars are rather later than 1913, can anyone help Richard find hood hoops 
and hood? As Mick Jarvis  has related in his Chairman’s column, Bill Kile is attempting to find something in 
the US, but maybe one of our Australian or New Zealand Members can assist or knows of a source. Ed. 
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TECHNICAL TIPS 
Sump Oil Leaks 
The sump on the Hudson engine is held on by lots of set screws which are all too easily over-
tightened. However it is important to ensure that the gaskets which sandwich the dip tray are 
compressed evenly. If they leak then further tightening the bolts will often make things worse 
as the thin gauge flanges of the sump and the tray will ‘dimple’ under the set-screw heads. If 
the gaskets have been made out of thicker or softer material to cater for unevenness then 
dimpling is all too easy. 
 
The recommended solution is to strengthen 
the flange by  using thick clamp strips as 
shown in the  adjacent photo. The engine 
now in the Spikins Hudson had them when 
I acquired it so I have always assumed they 
were standard parts, an error reinforced 
when I saw that Z 6201 also has them. 
However, they are absent from the engine in 
Mike Stenhouse’s cars, the Fairmile fhc and 
also absent from a spare engine I bought in 
pieces from John Dyson many years ago.   
 
As a one-off exercise new sets of these clamp plates are to be manufactured. The more we 
buy the cheaper they will be so if you would like to fit them to your car then register your 
interest with the Editor or the Spares Registrar as soon as possible. Slightly longer set screws 
will be required which could also be supplied if there is sufficient demand. 

ETHANOL IN PETROL 
 
From 2006/2007 onwards, up to 5% ethanol was added to regular grade unleaded petrol in 
the UK as a measure to reduce carbon emissions; this will be increased to 10% from 
September 2021 – see www.gov.uk/guidance/e10-petrol-explained.  
 
As some Club Members will be only too well aware, this is not good news for drivers of older 
cars and those whose cars are used only infrequently, as the ethanol can affect seals and 
sealants and is hygroscopic, leading to increasing water content in fuel exposed to air over a 
period of time, with resultant potential corrosion problems. 
 
I was not aware until I read an article in the March 2021 e-Newsletter of the MGA Register, 
forwarded to me by son Johnathan, that it is still possible to obtain ethanol-free fuel from 
some filling stations in the UK. Esso Synergy Supreme + 99 petrol pumps in certain UK 
locations, although marked ‘E5’ (indicating ‘up to 5% ethanol’), actually dispense ethanol-free 
fuel. This is true in UK areas outside the ethanol zones of Devon, Cornwall, North Wales, 
North England and Scotland where fuel is obtained from other sources before Esso 

http://www.gov.uk/guidance/e10-petrol-explained
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MARKET PLACE 
 
Jan Roosenburg advises that RM Sotheby’s 
have a Railton for sale in their Hershey  Sale 
on 7th – 8th  October 2021 with an estimate 
of $50k – $60k. It is described as a 1935 
Railton Victoria Coupé. DPG 93 has been 
quite well known to the Club since 1957, 
when it was owned by Major Coates in 
Bournemouth. It then went to Ira Vail (the 
famous Hudson driver) in Florida, but really 
he was too old by then to drive it. Next to 
Sam Manton in Ft. Lauderdale and Ken 
Kenewell. It was last known to us with John 
Caperton of Louisville, Kentucky. 

John Dyson advises that the ‘Victoria’ bit is 
typical American-speak and so far as he is 
concerned it is a Sports Saloon by Ranalah, 
similar to Z 6201, now with the Editor. It 
seems to have had a splendid makeover. It 
has the original non-remote gear lever, with 
a modern knob replacing the original 
Hudson item which was a nasty rubber 
compound, prone to disintegrate with age. 
The exterior door handles are also original, 
with the little lock incorporated in the one 
on the driver’s door. An overdrive  seems to 
have been fitted. 

proprietary additives are added. I have received confirmation by e-mail that this will still be 
the case after the introduction of ‘E10’ regular fuel in September. For further information, see 
the Esso website at www.esso.co.uk/en-gb/fuels/petrol.  
 
Those from outside the UK ethanol-free region attending the Club A.G.M. weekend, may like 
to note that there is an Esso filling station on the ring road around Thame (OX9 3SB, open 
24 hours) where they can take the opportunity of filling up with ethanol-free fuel. 
 
Richard Hirst 
 
[N.B. The FBHVC has also issued a Clarification on E10 fuel usage and labelling for historic vehicles 
which includes useful advice on things to do to make your vehicle compliant. www.fbhvc.co.uk/news/

article/fbhvc-clarification-on-e10-fuel-usage-and-labelling-for-historic-vehicles] 

http://www.esso.co.uk/en-gb/fuels/petrol
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CLUB SHOP – AVAILABILITY AND PRICES 

 

 Price UK Postage ROW Postage 

R.O.C. Car Badge £35.00 £1.32 £1.65 

R.O.C. Tie £10.00 £1.25 £1.43 

Embroidered badge (approx. 3 inch wide) £5.00 £0.70 £0.90 

History of the Railton £3.00 £0.70 £0.90 

Land Flying – The Terraplane by James Fack £8.00 £1.25 £1.65 

The Lost Coachbuilder – Atcherley by James Fack £9.00 £1.25 £1.65 

Railton & Brough Superior Gold Portfolio  £17.50 £3.50 £7.00 
(Brooklands Books) 

Coachcraft by John Dyson £16.00 £3.50 £7.00 

 

 
 
 
GENERAL ENQUIRIES: Contact the Secretary, Max Hunt.  Telephone: 01299 401135.  
E-mail:  secretary@railton.org 
 
PAYMENT BY CHEQUE: Cheques (sterling only) for the total including postage should be made 
payable to to “Railton Owners Club” and post with your order to: Max Hunt, Secretary, Abberley 
Cottage, 7 Dowles Road, Bewdley, Worcestershire DY12 2EJ. 
 
VIA THE WEBSITE:  Go to www.railton.org and then click on Club Shop. (You do not need to Log 
in to the Member-Only pages to purchase items).  Scroll down and click on the Add to Cart button by 
the item(s) of your choice.  Checkout using PayPal. 
 
PAYMENT DIRECTLY FROM YOUR PAYPAL ACCOUNT: Registered users of PayPal can use 
the “Send Money” facility but you must send the money to treasurer@railton.org in sterling. Please 
add the following amounts to the total cost of your order including postage to cover PayPal fees.  Total 
up to £10 (add £0.50); up to £14 (add £0.75); up to £19 (add £1.00); up to £24 (add £1.25).  You can 
either list your order in the “message” area in PayPal or e-mail separately to Max Hunt. 
 
PAYMENT BY BACS: E-mail your order to Max Hunt and make a sterling BACS payment directly 
into the R.O.C. bank account. Quote reference of your surname/membership number so that we 
can identify the payment.  
HSBC Bank Sort Code: 40-17-04  Account Number: 91009877 
IBAN: GB52HBUK40170491009877   BIC:  HBUKGB4153R  
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